
Year 9 – Maths – Summer 2

Unit 19 - data

No. Question Answer

19.1 What is quantitative data? Data that can be counted or measured 
(Numbers)

19.2 What is qualitative data? Information that describes something 
(Letters)

19.3 What is discrete data? Data that can only take certain values e.g.
number of chairs

19.4 What is continuous data? Data that can take any value e.g. height

19.5 What is primary data? Data that is collected first hand

19.6 What is secondary data? Data that is collected by someone else

19.7 What is a sample? A selection taken from a larger group

19.8 How do you calculate the 
mean?

Add up all the data sets
Divide by how many pieces of data there are

19.9 How do you calculate mean 
from a frequency table?

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑥

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹

19.10 How do you calculate mean 
from a grouped frequency 
table?

1. Find the mid point of each group

2.
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑥

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹

Date (week commencing) Numbers to learn

3rd Jun 18.1-18.5

10th Jun 18.1-18.11

17th Jun 19.1-19.10

24th Jun 19.1-19.10

1st Jul 21.1-21.6

8th Jul 18.1-21.6

Unit 18 – probability

No. Question Answer

18.1 What is an outcome? The result of an experiment

18.2 What is a sample space? A table showing all the possible 
outcomes of an event

18.3 What is theoretical 
probability?

The expected outcome of an 
experiment

18.4 What is relative frequency? The actual outcome of an experiment

18.5 What does mutually exclusive 
mean?

Two events that cannot happen at 
the same time

18.6 How do I write probability of 
A?

P(A)

18.7 How do I write probability of 
B?

P(B)

18.8 How do I write probability of 
not A?

P(A’)

18.9 How do I write probability of 
not B?

P(B’)

18.10 How do I write probability of 
A and B?

P(A ∩ B)

18.11 How do I write probability of 
A or B?

P(A ∪ B)
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Unit 21 - correlation

No. Question Answer

21.1 What does positive correlation
mean?

As one variable increases the other variable increases, this looks like:

21.2 What does negative correlation 
mean?

As one variable increases the other variable decreases, this looks like:

21.3 What does no correlation mean? There is no relationship between the two variables, this looks like:

21.4 What is a line of best fit? A straight line drawn with a ruler that goes through the data with roughly the 
same number of points on each side of the line

21.5 What does interpolation mean? Estimating a value within a given data set

21.6 What does extrapolation mean? Estimating a value outside the give date set by assuming a trend



Year 9 – Art - Term 5 + 6– Exam theme Project ‘Fragments’



Year 9 – The Knowledge – Science – Summer 2

Topic:
Introducing pathogens and types of 

disease (B.7)
Define "health" State of physical and mental well being
What is the name for a disease that can be 
passed on from person to person?

Communicable (or infectious)

What is the name for a disease that can NOT be 
passed on from person to person?

Non-communicable

State three factors other than disease that can 
have an impact on health

Diet, stress, life events

State one  consequence of long term physical ill 
health

Depression

What is the name given to a disease causing 
microorganism?

Pathogen

Define "risk factors"
Factors that are linked to an increased 
rate of disease

State three risk factors for cardiovascular 
disease

Diet, smoking and exercise

State one risk factor for type 2 diabetes Obesity
Name 2 organs effected by drinking alcohol Brain and Liver
Name 2 potential impacts of smoking Lung disease and lung cancer

State a risk factor for cancer
Contact with carcinogens (including 
ionising radiation)

State two lifestyle factors that can impact an 
unborn babies development

Smoking and drinking alcohol

Why is a sample of people used when 
investigating risk factors for diseases?

Too time consuming/impractical to sample 
whole population

Topic: Detailed disease case studies (B.8)

Name 4 types of pathogen Virus, bacteria,  fungi, protist
Name 3 viral diseases Measles, HIV, TMV (tobacco mosaic virus)
Name 2 bacterial diseases Salmonella & Gonorrhoea
Name 1 fungal disease Rose black spot
Name 1 protist disease Malaria
State 2 symptoms of measles Fever. Red skin rash
State 2 symptoms of HIV Flu-like symptoms. AIDS
State 1 symptom of TMV Discolouration of leaves
State 2 symptoms of salmonella Fever. Cramps. Omitting . Diarrhoea
State 2 symptoms of gonorrhoea Thick yellow/green discharge. Pain urinating

State 2 symptoms of rose black spot
Purple/black spots  on leaves. Leaves turn 
yellow & drop off

How is measles spread & prevented? Spread: Air    Prevented: Vaccination
How is Gonorrhoea  spread & prevented? Spread: Sex    Prevented: Condoms

How is Rose Black Spot  spread & prevented?
Spread: Direct contact    Prevented: 
Fungicide & destroying affected leaves

How is Salmonella  spread & prevented?
Spread: Food    Prevented: Cooking 
thoroughly & washing hands

Topic:
Preventing pathogens from making us unwell 

(B.9)
State 3 ways that pathogens can be spread Direct contact, water, air
How do bacteria make us feel unwell? Produce toxins (poisons) that damage tissues

How do viruses make us feel unwell? Live & reproduce in cells causing cell damage

Name 4 of the body's non-specific defence systems Skin, nose, trachea, stomach
How does the skin prevent pathogens from making us 
unwell?

Prevent them from entering body

How does the nose prevent pathogens from making us 
unwell?

Mucus to trap dirt & pathogens, ciliated cells 
to sweep it out

How does the trachea prevent pathogens from making 
us unwell?

Mucus to trap dirt & pathogens, ciliated cells 
to sweep it out

How does the stomach prevent pathogens from making 
us unwell?

Stomach acid to kill pathogens

State three ways that white blood cells can help to 
defend us against pathogens

Phagocytosis, antibody production, antitoxin 
production

Which type of white blood cell carries out 
phagocytosis?

Phagocytes

Which type of white blood cell carries out antibody and 
antitoxin production?

Lymphocytes

State one thing that can trigger cancers to form Viruses in cells

What causes tumours to form?
Changes in cells that lead to uncontrolled 
growth and division

Define "benign tumour"
Growth of abnormal cells contained in ONE 
area in a membrane

Define "malignant tumour"
Growth of abnormal cells that SPREAD to 
other parts of the body in blood and INVADE 
other tissues.

Topic: Developing new medicines (B.10)

State three ways that drugs can be produced
Extracted from plants, microorganisms & 
synthesised

Where does the heart drug digitalis originate from? Foxgloves (plant)
Where does the pain killer aspirin originate from? Willow trees
Where does the antibiotic penicillin originate from? Penicillium mould
State three things that drugs are tested and trialled for 
before use

1) Toxicity (safe), 2) efficacy (does it work), 3) 
dose (quantity)

What is used to test drugs during preclinical testing? Cells, tissues & live animals

Who are medicines tested on in stage 1 of clinical trials? Healthy volunteers (low doses - test for toxicity)

Who are medicines tested on in stage 2 of clinical trials?
Patient volunteers (low doses - test for efficacy 
& dose)

What is a double blind trial?
Neither experimenter or patient knows if they 
are taking medicine or placebo

What is a placebo? A substance that contains no medicine (a control)
What is the name for the injection given to patients to 
prevent them from catching an infectious disease?

Vaccination

Describe step 1 of vaccinations 1) small quantity of dead/inactive pathogen

Describe step 2 of vaccinations
2) white blood cells produce correct antibody 
(slowly)

Describe step 3 of vaccinations
3) pathogen enters body & WBC produce correct 
antibodies (quickly)

State two benefits of vaccination
Prevent illness in an individual & prevent spread 
to others



Year 9 – The Knowledge – Science (Triple) – Summer 2

Topic: Plant diseases (triple only) (B.12)

State 7 ways of detecting plant diseases
1) Stunted growth, 2) Spots on leaves, 3) areas 
of decay, 4) growths, 5) malformed 
leaves/stems, 6) discolouration, 7) pests

State 3 ways of identifying a plant disease
1) Gardening manual/website, 2) testing in lab, 
3) testing using MAB (monoclonal antibodies)

Name one viral disease that affects plants Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV)
Name one fungal disease that affects plants Rose black spot

Name one insect that affects plants aphids

State the effect of nitrate deficiencies in plants
Stunted growth 
(nitrate ions required for protein synthesis)

State the effect of magnesium deficiencies in plants
Chlorosis (discolouration)
(magnesium ions needed to make chlorophyll)

Name 3 physical defences in plants
1) cellulose cell walls, 2) tough waxy cuticle, 3) 
layers of dead cells on stems (e.g. bark)

Name 2 chemical defences in plants 1) antibacterial chemicals, 2) poisons

Name 3 mechanical adaptations of plants
1) Thorns/hairs, 2) drooping/curling leaves, 3) 
mimicry

What is the name given to the chemical that is sprayed 
on plants to kill pests?

Pesticides

What is the name given to the chemical that is sprayed 
on plants to kill weeds? 

Herbicides

What is the name given to chemicals that are sprayed 
on plants to encourage growth?

Fertilisers

What does NPK stand for in fertilisers? Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium
What is the name given to plants that have been grown 
without the use of artificial chemicals?

Organic

Topic: The Brain and eye (triple only) (B.13)

State the location & function of the cerebral cortex Outer section - perception, memory, language

State the location & function of the cerebellum
Base of brain  - balance & co-ordination of 
voluntary movement

State the location & function of the medulla
In brain stem - controls involuntary functions e.g. 
breathing

Why is it difficult to investigate brain function? Lots of different areas work together
State three ways of investigating brain functions & 
regions

Brain damage patients, electrical stimulation of 
brain regions, MRI scanning

State two changes that can occur in the eye
Accommodation (for focussing on near/far 
objects)
Adaptation to dim/bright light

State two things that the eye organ is sensitive to Light intensity & colour
State the name of the coloured part of our eye that 
expands in bright light and contracts in dim light.

Iris

State the name of the whole in the front of our eye that 
allows light in

Pupil

What happens to the size of the iris and pupil during 
bright light

Pupil = small
Iris = big

What is the name for the light detecting cells at the back 
of the eye?

Retina

What happens to the eye during accommodation for 
focussing on near objects?

1) Ciliary muscles contract 2) Suspensory 
ligaments loosen 3) lens is thick -> more refraction

What happens to the eye during accommodation for 
focussing on far objects?

1) Ciliary muscles relax  2) Suspensory ligaments 
pulled tight   3) lens is thin -> less refraction

State the name for short sightedness Myopia (focal point in front of retina)
State the name for long sightedness Hyperopia (focal point past retina)

Topic: Monoclonal antibodies (triple only) (B.39)

State the two cells required to produce monoclonal 
antibodies

1) Mouse lymphocyte 2) tumour cell

Name the cell that is produced from joining the 
two cells together in monoclonal antibody 
production

Hybridoma

State 4 uses of monoclonal antibodies
Diagnosis (e.g. pregnancy tests), testing in 
labs, tagging molecules with dye, disease 
treatment

How are monoclonal antibodies used in cancer 
treatment

MAB bound to radioactive substance that 
finds & binds with cancer cells

Why are "monoclonal antibodies" given this name?
Formed from clones of a single hybridoma 
cell

Where is the lymphocyte that is used in monoclonal 
antibodies collected from?

A mouse

Why is a lymphocyte used for making monoclonal 
antibodies?

It produces a specific antibody

Why is a tumour cell used in the production of 
monoclonal antibodies?

It divides rapidly

State two advantages of using monoclonal 
antibodies

Treat a wide range of conditions, bind to 
specific cells so as not to damage 
surrounding cells

State two disadvantages of using monoclonal 
antibodies

Expensive, lots of side effects

State 3 examples of side effects caused by 
monoclonal antibodies

Fever, muscle pains, nausea

State 4 uses of monoclonal antibodies
Diagnosis (e.g. pregnancy tests), testing in 
labs, tagging molecules with dye, disease 
treatment

How are monoclonal antibodies used in cancer 
treatment

MAB bound to radioactive substance that 
finds & binds with cancer cells

State two advantages of using monoclonal 
antibodies

Treat a wide range of conditions, bind to 
specific cells so as not to damage 
surrounding cells

State two disadvantages of using monoclonal 
antibodies

Expensive, lots of side effects

Triple scientists need to know all of the 
knowledge on the previous page as well as the 
triple only content



Writing Accurately   

Writing accurately is a valuable skill and helps you express your ideas clearly and creatively across all subjects. Below are some of the important features of accurate writing for you to master. Remember: once you have 

mastered the rules, you can break them for your own creative effects. 

Grammar Punctuation  

Verb A word used to describe an action, state or occurrence Capital Letter An upper case letter used to after a full stop to 

begin a sentence or to indicate a proper noun. 

Auxiliary Verb A verb used to form tenses, moods and voices of other verbs: be, do, have, can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will 

would 

Full Stop . Used to mark the end of a sentence. 

Finite Verbs The main verb of the sentence which must change if one of tense, person or number changes. Exclamation Mark ! Used at the end of an exclamatory sentence 

to show strong emotion. 

Non-Finite Verbs A secondary verb in a sentence that can always be used even if the tense, person or number in the sentence changes. Question Mark ? Used to indicate an interrogative sentence or 

rhetorical question. 

Past Participle A word formed of a verb ending in ‘ED’ used as an adjective to describe a noun e.g. ‘The scared man jumped forward.’ Interrobang ?! Informally used to indicate disbelief.  

Present Participle A word formed of a verb ending in ‘ING’ used as an adjective to describe a noun e.g. ‘The laughing man jumped forward.’ Semi-Colon ; Used to join two related independent clauses. 

Gerund A verb that functions as a noun e.g. ‘Swimming is my favourite sport’ Colon : Used to precede lists, expansions or 

explanations. 

Common Noun A word that is used to identify a class of people, places or things e.g. children, countryside, chairs Dash - Used to separate information from an 

independent clause or parenthetically. 

Proper Noun A word use to name a particular people, place or thing e.g. Chris, East Anglia, Nimbus3000 Comma – Lists , Used to separate items in a list. 

Adverb A word that is used to modify a verb e.g. ‘He ran quickly.’ Comma – Separating 

Dependent and 

Independent Clauses 

, Used to separate dependent clauses from 

independent clauses. 

Adjective A word that is used to modify a noun e.g. ‘The tall teacher talked to the class.’ Brackets () Used to indicate an afterthought which if 

omitted leaves a grammatically complete 

sentence. 

Subject The person, place or thing that is carrying out an action or being something e.g. ‘The boy shouted loudly.’ Apostrophe – Possessive ‘ Used to indicate ownership. 

Object The person, place or thing that is having an action done to it e.g. ‘The boy shouted loudly into the megaphone.’ Apostrophe – Omission ‘ Used to indicate a missing letter.  

Independent Clause A clause that can stand alone as a sentence e.g. ‘The cat sat on the mat’. Ellipsis … Used to indicate a sudden change in topic, 

omitted words or a long pause. 

Dependent Clause A clause that depends on an independent clause to make sense e.g. ‘Without turning around, the cat sat on the mat’. Common Errors  

Embedded Clause A dependent clause that is embedded within an independent clause e.g. ‘The man, who appeared from nowhere, sat next 

to the cat’. 

Fragments Sentences that do not contain an independent 

clause. 

Declarative A sentence that makes a declaration e.g. ‘She sells sea shells.’ Comma Splices Two or more independent clauses separated 

by a comma. 



Planes of movement:

A plane of movement is an imaginary flat
surface which runs through the body.

Planes are used to describe the direction 
of a movement e.g. forwards and 
backwards. 

Transverse = Full twist jumps
Frontal = Cartwheels
Sagittal = Somersaults

Axes of rotation:

An axis of rotation is an imaginary line 
which runs through the body.

Sagittal axis: runs through body from 
front to back = Cartwheels

Transverse axis: runs through the body 
from left to right = forward rolls

Longitudinal axis: Runs through the body 
from top to bottom = full twist jump

Year 9 – The PE Knowledge - Summer 2

Lever arm: The bone or body part being moved 
about a point. It’s shown as a straight line on a 
lever system.

Effort: The force applied by the muscles to the 
lever arm. Shown by an arrow pointing in the 
direction of the force.

Fulcrum: The joint where the lever arm pivots. 
It’s shown as a triangle.

Load: The resistance against the pull of the 
muscles on the lever arm e.g. your body 
weight and/or something being lifted. A square 
is used to represent the load. 

1st class lever: The load and effort are at 
opposite ends of the lever. The fulcrum is in 
the middle. E.g. in the neck, headering a 
football.

2nd class lever: The fulcrum and effort are at 
opposite ends of the lever. The load is in the 
middle. E.g. standing on tiptoes, free throw in 
basketball.

3rd class lever: The fulcrum and load are at 
opposite ends of the lever. The effort is in the 
middle. E.g. in the elbow, doing a dumbbell 
curl in the gym.

Mechanical advantage: A lever in the body 
with a mechanical advantage can move a large 
load with a small effort from the muscles.



Melody (The Main Tune)

1 What is pitch?
Whether a note or melody is HIGH or LOW 
(deep)

2 What is an interval?
The distance or gap between two notes

3
How can you remember 
different intervals?

2nd = Happy Birthday
3rd = O when the Saints
4th = Here Comes the Bride
5th = Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Octave = Somewhere over the rainbow

4
What is a ‘stepwise’ 
melody?

When the notes of a melody move in step or 
to the next-door note

Tempo (the speed)

5 What is a time 
signature?

How many beats are in every bar

6 What do the two
numbers represent in a 
time signature?

The top number tells us
how many beats are in
the bar
The bottom number tells
us what note value we are counting in

7 What does tempo mean? If the music is FAST or SLOW

Year 9 - The Music Knowledge – Summer 2

Texture (The Layers of Sound)

11 What does 
texture mean?

The layers of sound in a piece of music

12 What does
monophonic 
texture sound 
like?

ONE instrument or sound on its own

13 What does
homophonic 
texture sound 
like?

Melody and chords/accompaniment underneath (e.g. all 
pop songs)

14 What does 
polyphonic 
texture sound 
like?

Interweaving melodies/rhythms. Only used in Baroque 
Music and African Drumming

Tonality/Harmony (The Chords)

8 What does minor harmony 
sound like?

Sad-sounding chords (do not confuse with 
slow tempo!)

9 What does major harmony 
sound like?

Happy-sounding chords (do not confuse 
with fast tempo!)

10 What does dissonant harmony
sound like?

Clashing-sounding chords

Rhythm (The Beat)

15 What is a 
semiquaver?

0.25 of a beat (quarter)

16 What is a quaver? 0.5 of a beat (half)

17 What is a crotchet? 1 beat

18 What is a minim? 2 beats

19 What is a 
semibreve?

4 beats

Rhythm (The Beat)

20 How can I remember what 
semiquavers sound like?

21 How can I remember what 
quavers sound like?

22 How can I remember what 
crotchets sound like?

23 How can I remember what 
semiquavers + a quuaver
sounds like?

24 How can I remember what a 
quaver + semmiquavers
sounds like?



Gastronomy – Food Science

1 What happens to foods when 
they are boiled?

Starch absorbs water and swell, 
protein denatures, fat melts, 
sauces reduce.

12 What is dextrinization? The breaking up of starch 
molecules into glucose when 
they are exposed to dry heat.

2 What happens to food when 
grilled?

Bread will go golden brown and 
fat will run out of meats.

13 What is caramelisation? The breaking up of sugar 
molecules when they are 
heated, which changes colour.

3 What is protein made up of? Amino acids and chemical 
bonds.

14 What is gelatinisation? The swelling of starch molecules
when they are cooked to the 
bursting point.

4 What are chemical bonds? Bonds that hold large protein 
molecules together.

15 What is the chemical structure 
of a fat molecule?

A fat molecule is made up of a 
glycerol and 3 fatty acids.

5 What is denaturation? The chemical bonds are broken 
and the protein molecule has 
unfolded and changed shape.

16 What is a fat molecule called? Triglyceride

6 What is coagulation? The joining together of lots of 
denatured protein molecules, 
which changes the appearance 
and texture of food.

17 What is plasticity? The ability of a fat to soften over 
a range of temperatures and can 
be shaped or spread.

7 What are the 3 causes of 
denaturation?

1) Acids
2) Heat
3) Mechanical Agitation

18 What is shortening? The ability of fats to shorten the 
length of gluten molecules.

8 What is gluten? Gluten is the protein found in 
flour.

19 What do we use shortening to 
make?

Shortening is used when making 
pastry.

9 Why is gluten important in 
bread dough?

Gluten gives the dough 
plasticity, making it elastic and 
stretchy.

20 Why does a person use their 
fingertips for rubbing in?

The fingertips are the coldest 
part of a persons’ hand, so the 
butter does not melt quickly.

10 Why is yeast used to make 
bread?

Yeast helps the bread to rise. 21 What is aeration? The ability of some fats to trap 
lots of air bubbles when beaten.

11 What happens when meringue 
is made?

Egg whites are whisked causing 
them to coagulate and set

22 What is creaming? Creaming is when you mix fat 
and sugar together.



Gastronomy – Food Science

1 What does emulsification 
mean?

Preventing oil and water from 
separating out.

11 How does flaky pastry trap air 
and rise?

Flaky pastry is rolled and folded 
over several times and this 
creates light airy pastry.

2 What would 2 examples of 
emulsification be?

1) Salad dressing
2) Mayonnaise

12 What ingredients are added 
together to make self-raising 
flour?

Baking powder is added to plain 
flour to make self-raising flour.

3 What is an example of a 
naturally occurring emulsifier?

Lecithin is a naturally occurring
emulsified found in egg yolk.

13 Why would you not use 
bicarbonate of soda in a Victoria 
sponge cake?

You wouldn’t use bicarbonate of 
soda in a sponge because it 
would have a soapy taste.

4 What does it mean if something 
is hydrophilic?

If something is hydrophilic it 
means it is attracted to water.

14 How is steam used as a raising 
agent?

Water vapour expands to 1,600 
times its original volumes 

5 What does it mean if something
is hydrophobic?

If something is hydrophobic it 
means it doesn’t like water, so
will be attracted to oil.

15 What is the science behind 
choux pastry?

Starch in flour gelatinises and 
steam rises them

6 What is a raising agent? An ingredient or process that 
introduces gas into a mixture so 
that it rises when cooked.

16 Which flour is used to make 
choux pastry?

Plain flour is used to make 
choux pastry.

7 What are two examples of 
chemical raising agents?

1) Baking Powder
2) Bicarbonate of Soda

17 What is produced during 
fermentation?

During fermentation alcohol 
and carbon dioxide are 
produced.

8 What is an example of a 
biological raising agent?

Yeast is a biological raising 
agent.

18 What are three examples of 
foods that use steam as a raising 
agent?

1) Yorkshire puddings
2) Eclairs
3) Profiteroles

9 What are three examples of 
mechanical raising agents?

1) Folding
2) Whisking
3) Rubbing in

19 What are two examples of foods 
you could use bicarbonate of 
soda in?

1) Chocolate Cake
2) Gingerbread

10 Which cooking methods and 
practical skills are used in 
making a Swiss roll?

Whisking eggs and sugar 
together traps air as the egg 
stretches and surrounds the air 
bubbles.

20 When butter is taken right from 
the fridge does it have high or 
low plasticity?

Butter right from the fridge has 
low plasticity, because it cannot 
be spread easily.



Drama Knowledge Organiser – Yr 9 – Summer 2

Abstract - The opposite of a realistic 
representation is an abstract representation 
where a character or concept may be 
symbolised in a poetic rather than literal way.

Blackout - No light on the stage. Used for 
specific dramatic effects or to change scenes.

Chronological - The logical order of events 
from beginning to middle to end.

Costume - The clothes worn by an actor should 
reflect the time, place, society, culture and 
style of the production and the status, age 
and personality of the character.

cue sheets - Used to note when specific 
sound/lighting/special effects should be 
exacted on stage.

Director - The person who supervises the 
drama and instructs actors.

Ensemble - Performers work together in 
rehearsal/performance to create a moment of 
action on stage, eg Greek Chorus; slapstick 
sequence or Physical theatre.

Genre - A category or type of something. 
Fiction and non-fiction are two examples of 
different genres.

Motif - An obvious key theme or concept that 
recurs in a work to create emphasis. Used in 
literature, art, theatre and dance.

Naturalistic - A form of theatre designed to 
create the illusion of reality for an audience. 
Originated in the late 19th century.

Practitioner - Someone who practises or has 
written theatrical theory and whose theatre 
may have a definable theatrical form.

Stimulus - An inspiration for creative work. 
You can find a stimulus in an experience, 
image, emotion, object, text or a combination 
of stimuli.

Stylised - An attempt to enhance a scene 
using unnatural methods.

Creating and staging a devised performance

Improvisation

Devised - A piece of original work created through 
rehearsal. Often explored as ensemble rather than 
director led.

Proximity - The distance between characters, 
objects, set. Proximity may show aspects of character 
and relationships on stage.

Scenario - A specific circumstance involving a 
particular place, time and character/s.

Interpreting and staging

Authenticity - Appearing to be real, convincing and 
believable.

in the round - The audience is placed all around the 
outside of the actor's playing space. The stage area 
may be circular or square with entrances/exits through 
the audience.

Revolve - A large.circular piece of staging which can 
rotate. Useful to reveal different locations or to show 
journeying or passage of time.

Spatial - Relating to space or how things are spread 
out.

Static - A lack of movement. It means inactivity or 
stillness.

Traverse - The audience is placed on either side of 
the actors' playing space facing each other. This 
staging form is also called corridor.

Developing Character

Characterisation - To portray a role using voice and 
physical skills.

Gesticulate - To gesture with hands and arms to 
signify a specific meaning.

Idiosyncrasy - A unique characteristic.

physical neutrality - The performer body in neutral 
without tension or character.

Posture - The way you hold your upper body in 
position.

Drama Elements

Flashback - A scene enacting something that happened in 
the past; the enactment of a character's memory of a 
past event.

Explorative strategies

Archetype - A character in fiction who represents a 
particular type of person or symbolises a particular 
human experience - like the 'victim'. Archetypes 
should be recognisable to all readers.

body language - The non-verbal way in which a 
person communicates their physical and mental state 
through using facial expressions, gesture and 
posture.

fourth wall - An imaginary fourth wall between the 
audience and the actors to help establish the illusion 
of reality.

Levels - Levels can be created through position of 
the body, set or staging. They show action in a 
different place/time and can reflect relationships.

Soliloquy - A speech performed by a character, 
often depicting that person thinking or talking aloud 
to his or herself.

Storyboard - To plan a story visually through a 
panel of rough sketches showing what happens. Used 
in film, animation, theatre and multi-media 
applications.

Responding to a stimulus

Tableau - A tableau is a single freeze frame, a still 
image. The plural of tableau is tableaux.

Structure

dramatic irony - When the audience or reader knows 
something important which the main character does 
not.

Flashback - A scene enacting something that happened 
in the past; the enactment of a character's memory 
of a past event.
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• Industrialisation in the late 18th

century, resulted in a rise in factory 
manufacturing. People moved from 
agriculture to factories to work.

• De-industrialisation in the late 1900s 
= decline in the manufacturing 
industries. This led to the creation of 
a Post Industrial Economy where 
most people work in the tertiary and 
quaternary sectors.

Primary Extraction of raw materials (agriculture, mining, fishing)

Secondary Manufacturing of raw materials (food processing, clothes, oil refinery)

Tertiary Selling of services and skills (education, health service, transportation)

Quaternary Information and research services (ICT, computing, research, consultancy)

Economic Sectors

Causes of the de-industrialisation of the UK
Globalisation – more goods are manufactured abroad due to cheaper materials and 

wages, improved communications and transportation and less strict environmental laws.
Development of trade links (World Trade Organisation, EU) make it easier to trade 

between countries. 
Development of IT and technology – the internet means people can store information 

online that can be accessed anywhere in the world. It also attracts business from abroad. 
This has encouraged goods to be manufactured and businesses links with the wider world.

TERTIARY SECTOR (services & finance)
The UK service sector has grown rapidly since 1970s. 
• 1948: 46% of the UK’s GDP 
• Today: 79% of the UK’s GDP 
The UK is the world’s leading centre for financial services (finance, insurance). The financial 
sector accounts for 10% of the UK’s GDP and employs 2 million people. 

QUANTERNARY SECTOR (research & IT)

The UK’s research sector employs 60,000 highly qualified people and accounts for £3 billion 
of the UK’s GDP. IT employs over 60,000 people in companies such as IBM and Microsoft.

The research sector employs highly qualified graduates. As a result Science Parks (a site on 
which high-tech industries carry out scientific research) are located  near universities, such 
as Cambridge Science Park (CSP), which opened in 1970. Below are the advantages and 
disadvantages of Cambridge as a location for the CSP.

Advantages of CSP’s location Disadvantages of CSP’s location

 Good transport (M11 to London & Stansted Airport)
 Highly skilled graduates from Cambridge University.
 Close to the city – shops, entertainment options
 Close to rural open spaces – green areas/woodland
 Edge of the city so more space and cheaper rent.

 City can be overcrowded/congested
 House prices are expensive in cities
 Rail routes need improvement to 

become faster.

19% of the UK’s population lives in rural areas. Recently the % of people living in rural areas is changing. 

South Cambridgeshire – population is rising to an expected 182,000 by 2031. Due to counter-urbanization 
(urban to rural migration), made possible by improved transport links = people are able to commute.
• Social impacts: congestion due to more cars, demand for housing increases, house prices increase, 

modern developments can cause breakdown of rural culture.
• Economic impacts: local businesses succeed due to increase in customers, farm land is sold for housing 

developments changing the local economy and petrol prices rise due to high demand.

Outer Hebrides – population is declining. Their population is 27,400 and has declined by 50% since 1901. 
Due to outward migration – people leave to look for better paid jobs and entertainment.
• Social impacts: schools close – enough children, younger people move away leaving elderly population.
• Economic impacts: lack of customers = shops close down, fishing industries decline due to lack of work 

force, there is not enough infrastructure to support tourism industry.

IMPROVEMENTS TO RAIL IN THE UK

Crossrail: railway from east to west London. It will 
cost £14.8 billion, however will reduce congestion 
on trains (fewer people) and make it easier for 
people to commute to London from further away. 
200 million passengers are expected to use it.

High Speed 2 from London to the midlands and 
north. It will reduce journey time, improve the UK 
economy, help businesses in the midlands and north 
and reduce congestion on the roads. Arguments 
against: it costs £42 billion, airlines might have less 
customers and it cause visual and noise pollution.

IMPROVEMENTS TO ROADS IN THE UK

The ‘Road Investment Strategy’ states the UK will 
create 100 new roads and add 100 miles of new 
lanes to motorways to reduce congestion.

Smart motorways (M4):
• Varying speed limits and extra lanes

To reduce congestion on the A303 in SE England, 
they have added a lane to create a dual carriageway

IMPROVEMENTS TO AIRPORTS IN THE UK

Expansion to Heathrow – plans to build a 3rd runway.
• Boost economy by over £200 billion, improve UK’s 

global links, provide jobs.
• It is very expensive (£18.6 billion), villages would 

be relocated and it causes noise, visual and air 
pollution.

IMPROVEMENTS TO PORTS IN THE UK

London Gateway Port opened in 2013. It can 
accommodate the largest ships (up to 400m long 
and carrying 18,000 containers!)
• It will employ 2000 people and a further 6000 will 

be employed in the logistics park next door 
where companies will store/distribute products. 

The North-South divide is the cultural and economic differences between the north and south of England.
• North: lower standard of living, shorter life expectancy, less jobs, lower wages, lower house prices
• South: higher standard of living, longer life expectancy, more jobs, higher wages, higher house prices

Reasons for the divide:
• De-industrialisation = many factories and coal fields closed down in the north = unemployment.
• A post industrial economy = more jobs in the tertiary industry are found in the south (e.g. London)
• Fewer jobs and lower wages in the north = lower demand for housing = house prices fell.
• More jobs and better pay in the south = higher demand for housing = house prices rise.

How are they reducing the divide?
• Better transportation to connect north with south and wider world (HS2, new ports, smart motorways)
• Investment from government and EU to improve businesses (e.g. Nissan opened car manufacturing plant 

near Newcastle in 1984 and Mitsubishi open car manufacturing plant near Edinburgh in 1975).
• Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) are created to help local businesses succedd = boost local economy. 

This will create new jobs, improve infrastructure and develop area)
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THE UK IS LINKED WITH THE WIDER WORLD IN A NUMBER OF WAYS:

The Commonwealth

The British Empire once covered 1/3rd of the world. During the late 20th century, most countries 
within the Empire gained independence, such as Nigeria.  This led to the creation of the 
COMMONWEALTH. There are 53 countries within the Commonwealth including India, Canada and 
Australia.
• The heads of each country meet every two years to discuss items of common interest.
• The UK maintains its links with the Commonwealth through trade, culture and migration. Many 

people of British descent now live in Australia and Canada.
• There are also sporting connections within the Commonwealth Games held every 4 years.
• All of the countries within the commonwealth share common values, such as democracy, human 

rights and trade.

The European Union (EU) and Trade

In 1973 the UK joined the European Union. The EU allows the free movement of people, goods and 
services between the member countries. It is an important trading group with a total of 28 
countries, such as France, Italy, Spain, Germany and Belgium.

How does the EU affect the UK?

1. Financial support for farmers. In 2015, £18 million was used to support dairy farmers in the UK.
2. Since the early 20th century, 10 Eastern European countries have joined the EU. Since, many 

people from these countries have migrated to the UK looking for better paid work.
3. The UK support poorer members by paying more money into the EU.

Most of the UK’s trading partners are within the EU. This is not surprising because:
The UK is part of the EU, which encourages trade between EU countries.
European countries are geographically closer to the UK and therefore it is easy to transport 

goods
European countries are wealthy, which means they can afford more expensive goods. 

The top 5 countries the UK exports to are: USA, Germany, Netherlands, France and Switzerland.
The top 5 countries the UK imports from are: USA, Germany, Netherlands, France and China.

Transport and Communication

Transport:
• The flight routes from airports (e.g. Heathrow) reflect the parts of the world the UK is linked to. 

Examples of countries that UK airport fly to are: Canada, USA, South Africa, Singapore and India.
• The Channel Tunnel is a railway line that connects the UK and mainland Europe.

Communication:
• The biggest growth in global links has been caused by the internet. It has had a huge impact on 

businesses and our economy. By 2014, almost 3 billion people had access to the internet (40% of 
the global population)
 In 2013, on average 183 billion e-mails were sent and received each day. This is 2.1 million 

every second.
• The UK is one of the world’s most connected countries. 
 In 2014 90% of people in the UK used the internet, compared to just 27% in 2000.

THE COMMONWEALTH TRADE

THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU) TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION
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Network Computer devices connected to 
other computer devices

LAN Local area network. 
• Covers a small geographical 

area or single site
• All hardware is owned by 

organization
• Wired or wireless

WAN Wide area network
• Connects LANs that are in 

different locations
• Very expensive and usually 

managed by someone else
• The internet is a WAN!

Bandwidth Bandwidth is the amount of data 
that can be transferred in any 
given time. Better bandwidth = 
faster connection.

Mbps Megabytes per second. Common 
for measuring the speed of an 
internet connection

Wired Computer devices have a network 
cable plugged in the rear to 
connect to the network.

Wireless Or WiFi give the computer access 
to the internet or net work by 
sending radio waves to connect 
with other devices. A WAP is 
needed for devices to transmit 
and receive wireless signals

NIC Network interface controller. 
Piece of hardware that allows a 
computer to connect to a 
network with or without a cable.

Switch Hardware that connects devices 
on a LAN using network ports.
Devices must be assigned a MAC 
address.

Routers Hardware responsible for
transmitting data between 
networks. At least 2 network are 
always connected.

Cables • Ethernet cables are most 
commonly used in networking. 
‘Twisted pair’ cables have four 
copper wires which are 
twisted together.

• Coaxial cables are one copper 
wires inside an insulated 
plastic layer and metallic mesh 
to avoid interference. 

• Fibre optic cables transmit 
data as light. They are high 
performance and therefore 
expensive. No interference.

WiFi Is the standard used for wireless 
network connectivity. WiFi uses 
two different frequency bands 
2.4ghz and 5ghz.

Interference When two or more sets of radio 
waves clash causing the quality 
of a connection to drop.

Year 9 - The Computer Science Knowledge – Summer 2

Topology The layout and type of a network. 
Bus, ring, star etc.

Protocols Network protocols are the rules 
people who connect must abide by. 
These are concerned with file sharing 
and communication

MAC 
address

Every device on a computer network 
needs a unique identifier so it can be 
found. Once assigned it cannot be 
changed. 

IP Address IP Addresses are  used when sending 
data using TCP/IP. These can be 
assigned even before the device 
connects to a network.

Static IP Internet Protocol addresses that are 
permanent. Used for websites and 
printers to avoid network 
discrepancies. 

Dynamic IP An Internet protocol address that can 
change meaning a device may have a 
different IP address each time it logs 
onto the network

TCP/IP Tranmission control 
protocol/Internet protocol dictates 
how data is sent between networks. 

FTP File Transfer protocol. Standard 
network protocol used for file 
transfer in a network

HTTP & 
HTTPS

Hypertext transfer protocol used by 
web browsers to access websites and 
communicate with web content. 
HTTPS is a more secure version 
which encrypts all information sent 
and received.



29. Add places, events and routes onto the map below.



Drama Knowledge Organiser

Year: 9 Term: Su2

Topic: Areas of Analysis (D.9) Topic: Frankenstein (D.26)

1
The shaping of dramatic material, settings, or costumes in 

a deliberately non-realistic manner is referred to as…
Stylisation 1 This was originally a novel, written by… Mary Shelley

2

The art of creating performance environments using one or 

more components including light, costume, set , space and 

sound is called…

Scenography 2 It was adapted for the stage by… Nick Dear

3

The energetic range of or variations within physical 

movement or the difference between levels of sound is 

called the…

Dynamic 3 The play was produced and staged in… 2011

4

The internal or external struggle between opposing forces, 

ideas, or interests that creates dramatic tension is called 

the…

Conflict 4 The theatre that produced it was the… National Theatre

5
The tone or feeling of the play, often engendered by the 

music, setting, or lighting is called the…
Mood 5 The director of the play was… Danny Boyle

6

A feeling of uncertainty as to the outcome, used to build 

interest and excitement on the part of the audience is 

known as…

Suspense 6 Danny Boyle has directed many films and has even won an… Academy Award

7

The atmosphere created by unresolved, disquieting, or 

inharmonious situations that human beings feel compelled 

to address; the state of anxiety the audience feels because 

of a threat to a character in a play is all referring to the 

Tension 7 The play stars… Benedict Cumberbatch and Jonnie Lee-Miller

8

The basic idea of a play; the idea, point of view, or 

perception that binds together a work of art is called the 

play's…

Theme 8 The casting was unique as both lead actors… Alternated roles

9

Cues for effects and lighting and the pace at which lines 

will be delivered or the play performed is referring to 

elements of…

Timing 9
The common misconception about the story is that the creator is 

actually the one called…
Frankenstein

10

The performer’s focus, also called centering; focusing on 

the work at hand, being in character, or being in the 

moment is the performers level of…

Concentration 10
The main theme of the play is that of power and the dark side 

of…
Humanity



Year 9 French - Customs and Festivals

1
la fête

festival; celebration;

; party

18
la Saint-Sylvestre New Year's Eve

2
fêter to celebrate

19
le défilé procession

3
le cadeau present

20
la chorale choir

4
les feux d'artifice [m] fireworks

21
féliciter to congratulate

5
religieux(-euse) religious

22
la noix nut

6
la mosquée Mosque

23
se deguiser To dress up/fancy dress

7
musulman Muslim

24
s’amuser to have fun

8
juif(-ive) Jewish

25
avoir lieu to take place

9
l'église [f] church

26
le jour férié public holiday

10
le Jour de l'An New Year's Day

27
la messe mass

11
la fête des rois

Twelfth Night

; Epiphany

28
la Pentecôte Whitsuntide

12
la Saint Valentin St. Valentine's Day

29
un pays a country

13
Pâques [m] Easter

30
en in/to (fem. countries)

14
le poisson d'avril April Fool

31
au in/to (masc. countries)

15
la fête des mères Mother's Day

32
à in/to (cities/towns)

16
la Toussaint All Saints' Day

33

17
la veille de Noël Christmas Eve

34
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1
el Año Nuevo New Year

18
la costumbre

custom
; way

2
el Día de los Muertos All Souls’ Day

19
el juguete toy

3
el Día de Reyes Epiphany [January 6th]

20
el toro bull

4
la Navidad Christmas

21
el torero bullfighter

5
la Nochebuena Christmas Eve

22
tener suerte to be lucky

6
la Nochevieja New Year's Eve

23
la bandera flag

7
la Pascua Easter

24
Día de los Inocentes

Innocents' Day [Spanish April 
Fools' Day, Dec 28th]

8
los Reyes Magos Three Kings (Day)

25
la fecha patria

national day [to commemorate 
a historic event]

9
el día festivo public holiday

26
el gaucho cowboy

10
la feria fair

27
el mariachi Mexican musician

11
la fiesta festival

28
la muñeca doll

12
Papá Noel [m] Father Christmas

29
el paso statue paraded at Easter

13
el santo saint’s day

30
el villancico Christmas carol

14
la semana Santa Easter week

31
el disfraz fancy dress

15
la Tomatina tomato throwing festival

32
disfrazarse de to dress up as

16
las castañuelas castanets

33
el descanso

rest
; pause

17
la corrida bullfight

34
descansar to rest
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35
relajarse to relax

52

36
pasar

to spend time
; to go through

; to pass

53

37
ver to see

54

38
informar(se) to find out

55

39
cambiar to change

56

40
recordar to remember

57

41
esperar to wait

58

42
perder

to lose
; to mis

59

43
celebrar to celebrate

60

44
un país a country

61

45
Latinoamerica Latin America

62

46
las Islas Canarias Canary Islands

63

47
Europa [f] Europe

64

48
España Spain

65

49 66

50 67

51 68


